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March 2023

Safe Kids is committed to keeping you informed
about recalls of products that can put kids at risk. The
Safe Kids’ recall center is a unique place where
parents and caregivers can go to stay up to date on
recalls of all child-related products. This report
includes two sets of car seat recalls that put young
children at risk of increased injury in the event of a
crash.

Receive this report from a friend or colleague?
Sign up here to get our monthly recall reports.

Updates to the Food Recalls
Three recalls of food products more likely to be on a
kids’ menu can be found on the right-hand-side. Here
are links for all food/drug recall information
announced by the Food and Drug Administration and
the USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service.

Gerber® Good Start®
SootheProTM Powdered
Infant Formula
Potential Cronobacter
sakazakii contamination; FDA

Reckitt Prosobee 12.9 oz
Simply Plant Based Infant
Formula
Potential Cronobacter
sakazakii contamination; FDA

Scenic Fruit Company
Frozen Organic
Strawberries and Tropical
Blend Fruits
Hepatitis A; FDA

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Consumer Product Safety Webinar: Safety Central
On April 11, 2:00pm-3:00pm ET, CPSC Consumer Ombudsman Jonathan Midgett
will join a webinar on product safety standards and how safety advocates can
participate in their development, hosted by the American National Standards
Institute.  Standards are working behind the scenes to improve our lives, every
day. Product standards aim to help reduce or prevent injuries. They are
developed by thousands of volunteers who are experts in their relevant field—
such as health professionals, engineers and designers, Consumer advocates,

https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/l-957122-2021-12-21-yfl/cx8pt/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/rket-withdrawals-safety-alerts/cx8px/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/calls-and-public-health-alerts/cx8q1/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/tr-sootheprotm-powdered-infant/cx8q4/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/nfant-formula-because-possible/cx8q7/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-frozen-organic-tropical-blend/cx8qb/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
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victims of injuries or their survivors, government employees (federal, state, and
local), those who work in testing laboratories, academic researchers, lawyers, and
others also contribute. You don’t have to be an expert – just a consumer who
cares.

You can join the conversation here (Mtg ID: 898 4321 1165 | Passcode: 338651)

Kids In Danger’s Hidden Hazards: 2022 Children’s Product Recalls
This month, Kids In Danger released their annual report analyzing trends in
children’s recalls. The report found that last year experienced the highest number
of recalls since 2013, noting an increase in recalls caused by lead content and
failure to meet federal flammability standards. You can access the full report here.
 

TOP RECALLS

March 22, 2023 NHTSA; Dorel Juvenile Group recalled its Maxi-Cosi Coral XP
Rear-Facing Infant Seats with model number IC313 because the inner carrier is
not sufficient to restrain a child without the use of the outer carrier, posing an
increased risk of injury in the event of a crash. Units: About 14,510.

March 17, 2023 CPSC; Mockingbird expands its November 2022 recall of
Mockingbird Single-to-Double Strollers to include its Single Strollers because the
lower side of the stroller frame can crack, posing a fall risk to children in the
stroller. Units: About 25,390 (an additional 149,000 in 2022).

March 16, 2023 CPSC; Pfizer recalled its Nurtec ODT orally disintegrating tablets,
75 mg 8-Unit Dose blister packs because the packaging of the prescription drugs
is not child resistant, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by
young children. Units: About 4.2 million.

March 9, 2023 CPSC; Bedshe International recalled its Bedsure Electric Heating
Blankets and Pads because the controller for the blankets and pads can
malfunction, posing fire and thermal burn hazards. Units: About 350,000.

March 9, 2023 CPSC; Epoch Everlasting Play recalled its Calico Critters Animals
Figures and Sets sold with Bottle and Pacifier Accessories because the
accessories pose a choking hazard to children. Units: About 3.2 million.

March 9, 2023 CPSC; Sandoz recalled its Aprepitant capsules and Lidocaine and
Prilocaine cream because the packaging of the prescription and products is not
child resistant, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young
children. Units: About 156,750.

March 9, 2023 CPSC; YETI recalled its soft coolers and gear cases because the
magnet-lined closures can fail and result in detached magnets, posing a risk of
serious injury or death if ingested. Units: About 1.9 million (an additional
~40,760).

March 9, 2023 NHTSA; Dorel Juvenile Group recalled certain model numbers of

mailto:https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/9rRWIvQzhxY3NFUUlVMjBUcEV5dz09/cx8qf/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/3-03-Hidden-Hazards-2023-1-pdf/cx8qj/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/recalls-nhtsaId-23C003/cx8qm/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/e-Strollers-Due-to-Fall-Hazard/cx8qq/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-Requirement-Risk-of-Poisoning/cx8qt/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/rmal-Burn-Hazards-Recall-Alert/cx8qx/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/ing-Hazard-Two-Deaths-Reported/cx8r1/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-Requirement-Risk-of-Poisoning/cx8r4/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/Due-to-Magnet-Ingestion-Hazard/cx8r7/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/recalls-nhtsaId-23C002/cx8rb/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
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its Safety 1st onBoard 35 Secure Tech, Maxi-Cosi Coral XP, Maxi-Cosi Mico XP
Max, Maxi-Cosi Mico XP, Maxi-Cosi Mico Luxe+, and Maxi-Cosi Infant Base child
seats because the lower seat anchors used to secure the child seat base may fail,
allowing the child seat to detach and posing increased risk of injury in the event of
a crash. Units: About 59,457. 

March 02, 2023 CPSC; Primark recalled its Children’s Bamboo Plates because
they have elevated levels of lead and formaldehyde, which are toxic if ingested by
children and can cause adverse health effects. Units: About 1,665.

March 02, 2023 CPSC; Patagonia recalled its Infant Capilene Midweight Base
Layer Sets because the snaps in the bodysuit can detach, posing a choking
hazard if mouthed by infants. Units: About 8,000 (an additional ~217 in Canada).

February 23, 2023 CPSC; Mainstays recalled its Three-Wick Candles because
the wicks can burn too close to the side of the container, causing the glass to
break, posing fire and laceration hazards. Units: About 1,210,000.

February 23, 2023 CPSC; Clark Associates recalled its Lancaster Table & Seating
brand High Chairs because the high chairs can break, posing a fall hazard to
children. Units: About 22,400 (an additional ~52 in Canada).

February 23, 2023 FDA; Bindle Bottles recalled its 32 Oz, 24 Oz, 20 Oz, and 13
Oz Insulated Food and Drink Bottles because the product may contain an area of
exposed lead that may adulterate unpackaged food stored in the bottom
compartment of the bottle, posing a risk of lead poisoning.
 

RECALLS

March 22, 2023 NHTSA; Dorel Juvenile Group recalled its Maxi-Cosi Coral XP
Rear-Facing Infant Seats with model number IC313 because the inner carrier is
not sufficient to restrain a child without the use of the outer carrier, posing an
increased risk of injury in the event of a crash. Units: About 14,510.

March 17, 2023 CPSC; Mockingbird expands its November 2022 recall of
Mockingbird Single-to-Double Strollers to include its Single Strollers because the
lower side of the stroller frame can crack, posing a fall risk to children in the
stroller. Units: About 25,390 (an additional 149,000 in 2022).

March 16, 2023 CPSC; Sunbeam Queen Size Heated Blankets sold at Amazon
and small independent stores nationwide were recalled because the blankets can
overheat, posing fire and burn hazards. Units: About 43,000 (an additional
~15,000 in Canada). 

March 16, 2023 CPSC; Fredericksburg Farms recalled its 10 Ounce Scented
Candles with Glass Lids because some of the glass lids are too tight causing the
jar to break when the lid is forcibly removed, posing a laceration hazard. Units:
About 6,500.

https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-and-Chemical-Exposure-Hazards/cx8rf/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/yer-Sets-Due-to-Choking-Hazard/cx8rj/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/ds-Sold-Exclusively-at-Walmart/cx8rm/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/High-Chairs-Due-to-Fall-Hazard/cx8rq/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/sulated-food-and-drink-bottles/cx8rt/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/recalls-nhtsaId-23C003/cx8qm/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/e-Strollers-Due-to-Fall-Hazard/cx8qq/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/ards-Distributed-by-Star-Elite/cx8rx/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-Lids-Due-to-Laceration-Hazard/cx8s1/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
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March 16, 2023 CPSC; Ecoxall recalled its Ecoxall Sodium and Potassium
Hydroxide because the packaging of the products is not child resistant, posing a
risk of chemical burns and irritation to the skin and eyes. Additionally, the product
label fails to include the word “poison” for the poisonous chemicals. Units: About
440.

March 16, 2023 CPSC; Pfizer recalled its Nurtec ODT orally disintegrating tablets,
75 mg 8-Unit Dose blister packs because the packaging of the prescription drugs
is not child resistant, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by
young children. Units: About 4.2 million.

March 16, 2023 CPSC; IKEA recalled its LETTAN Mirrors because the plastic
fittings that attach the mirror to the wall can break, causing the mirror to fall,
posing a laceration hazard to consumers. Units: About 22,400 (an additional
~17,500 in Canada).  

March 16, 2023 CPSC; Polaris recalled its Model Years 2021-2023 Sportsman
450 and 570 All-Terrain Vehicles (ATVs) because an improperly assembled wiring
harness can contact the brake line and/or vehicle frame during use which can
result in a loss of the use of the front brakes and/or fire, posing fire and crash
hazards. Units: About 80,000 (an additional ~13,900 in Canada).

March 9, 2023 CPSC; BeyondMedShop recalled its Vaunn Medical Bed Assist
Rail because the rail is attached to an adult’s bed, users can become entrapped
within the bed rail or between the bed rail and the side of the mattress, posing a
serious entrapment hazard and risk of death by asphyxiation. Units: About
102,000.

March 9, 2023 CPSC; Fantasia Trading recalled its Anker 535 Power Banks
(PowerCore 20k) because the lithium-ion batteries in the recalled power banks
can overheat, posing a fire hazard. Units: About 42,000 (an additional ~620 in
Canada).

March 9, 2023 CPSC; Crib Bumpers sold online at Aliexpress and Temu were
recalled because padded crib bumpers are banned under federal law, posing a
suffocation hazard to infants if they roll or move into a position that obstructs
breathing. Units: About 125.

March 9, 2023 CPSC; Bedshe International recalled its Bedsure Electric Heating
Blankets and Pads because the controller for the blankets and pads can
malfunction, posing fire and thermal burn hazards. Units: About 350,000.
 
March 9, 2023 CPSC; Epoch Everlasting Play recalled its Calico Critters Animals
Figures and Sets sold with Bottle and Pacifier Accessories because the
accessories pose a choking hazard to children. Units: About 3.2 million.

March 9, 2023 CPSC; Akerson Enterprises recalled its Kindred Bravely Bamboo
Nursing Hoodies because the drawcord on the hoodies has small plastic caps
that can be swallowed by a nursing baby, posing a choking hazard. Units: About
7,500.

https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/Sold-Exclusively-on-Amazon-com/cx8s4/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-Requirement-Risk-of-Poisoning/cx8qt/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/rrors-Due-to-Laceration-Hazard/cx8s7/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/and-Crash-Hazards-Recall-Alert/cx8sb/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/ntrapment-and-Asphyxia-Hazards/cx8sf/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/Power-Banks-Due-to-Fire-Hazard/cx8sj/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/ld-by-Meiling-Hou-Recall-Alert/cx8sm/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/rmal-Burn-Hazards-Recall-Alert/cx8qx/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/ing-Hazard-Two-Deaths-Reported/cx8r1/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-Hoodies-Due-to-Choking-Hazard/cx8sq/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
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March 9, 2023 CPSC; Vornado Air recalled its SRTH Small Room Tower Heaters
because they have a miswiring due to a manufacturing error which can cause the
tower heater to overheat, posing a fire hazard. Units: About 1,450.

March 9, 2023 CPSC; Sandoz recalled its Aprepitant capsules and Lidocaine and
Prilocaine cream because the packaging of the prescription and products is not
child resistant, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young
children. Units: About 156,750.

March 9, 2023 CPSC; YETI recalled its soft coolers and gear cases because the
magnet-lined closures can fail and result in detached magnets, posing a risk of
serious injury or death if ingested. Units: About 1.9 million (an additional
~40,760).

March 9, 2023 NHTSA; Dorel Juvenile Group recalled certain model numbers of
its Safety 1st onBoard 35 Secure Tech, Maxi-Cosi Coral XP, Maxi-Cosi Mico XP
Max, Maxi-Cosi Mico XP, Maxi-Cosi Mico Luxe+, and Maxi-Cosi Infant Base child
seats because the lower seat anchors used to secure the child seat base may fail,
allowing the child seat to detach and posing increased risk of injury in the event of
a crash. Units: About 59,457.  

March 02, 2023 CPSC; Multi-Purpose Kids Bike Helmets sold at Amazon were
recalled because the helmets do not comply with the positional stability and
impact attenuation requirements of the CPSC federal safety standard, posing a
risk of head injury to children. Units: About 120.

March 02, 2023 CPSC; Active Sports recalled its CTRL Imperial Wakeboard
Bindings because, during use, they can partially detach from the binding
baseplate at the heel or the external binding mount can crack and detach from the
wakeboard, causing the user to lose their balance and fall into the water. Units:
About 850.

March 02, 2023 CPSC; Smocked Runway recalled its Classic Whimsy children’s
pajamas because the clothing fails to meet the federal flammability standards for
children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to children. Units: About 7,200.

March 02, 2023 CPSC; Helly Hansen recalled its Adult workwear sweatshirts and
hoodies because the clothing fails to meet flammability standards for clothing
textiles, posing a risk of burn injuries to consumers. Units: About 13,900 (an
additional ~128,680 in Canada).

March 02, 2023 CPSC; Primark recalled its Children’s Bamboo Plates because
they have elevated levels of lead and formaldehyde, which are toxic if ingested by
children and can cause adverse health effects. Units: About 1,665.

March 02, 2023 CPSC; Patagonia recalled its Infant Capilene Midweight Base
Layer Sets because the snaps in the bodysuit can detach, posing a choking
hazard if mouthed by infants. Units: About 8,000 (an additional ~217 in Canada).

March 02, 2023 CPSC; TJX recalled its Office Chairs because the back of the
chair can break or detach from the seat base when a consumer is seated in the

https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/wer-Heaters-Due-to-Fire-Hazard/cx8st/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-Requirement-Risk-of-Poisoning/cx8r4/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/Due-to-Magnet-Ingestion-Hazard/cx8r7/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/recalls-nhtsaId-23C002/cx8rb/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-by-Ouwoer-Direct-Recall-Alert/cx8sx/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/ue-to-Fall-Hazard-Recall-Alert/cx8t1/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/s-and-Burn-Hazard-Recall-Alert/cx8t4/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/ility-Standard-and-Burn-Hazard/cx8t7/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-and-Chemical-Exposure-Hazards/cx8rf/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/yer-Sets-Due-to-Choking-Hazard/cx8rj/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/fice-Chairs-Due-to-Fall-Hazard/cx8tb/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
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chair, posing a fall hazard. Units: About 81,700 (an additional ~1,000 in Canada).

February 24, 2023 FDA; Global Pharma Healthcare recalled batch No. H29 of its
Artificial Eye Ointment because the product has possible microbial contamination,
posing a risk of eye infection that could lead to blindness.

February 23, 2023 CPSC; Mainstays recalled its Three-Wick Candles because
the wicks can burn too close to the side of the container, causing the glass to
break, posing fire and laceration hazards. Units: About 1,210,000.

February 23, 2023 CPSC; Platinum Health recalled its LumaRail Bed Assist Rails
because when the rails are attached to an adult’s bed, users can become
entrapped within the bed rail or between the bed rail and the side of the mattress,
posing a serious entrapment hazard and risk of death by asphyxiation.  Units:
About 53,000.

February 23, 2023 CPSC; Clark Associates recalled its Lancaster Table & Seating
brand High Chairs because the high chairs can break, posing a fall hazard to
children. Units: About 22,400 (an additional ~52 in Canada).

February 23, 2023 FDA; Bindle Bottles recalled its 32 Oz, 24 Oz, 20 Oz, and 13
Oz Insulated Food and Drink Bottles because the product may contain an area of
exposed lead that may adulterate unpackaged food stored in the bottom
compartment of the bottle, posing a risk of lead poisoning.
 

 

This service collects recalls from the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, Consumer Product Safety Commission, Food and Drug
Administration and Food Safety and Inspection Service. Parents Central
at NHTSA’s safercar.gov is a go-to resource on car seats.

A few more reminders:

Register all new car seats and booster
seats. https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/recalls-register-childseat-
/cx8v4/428747208?
h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
Be careful about using hand-me-downs or buying children’s products at a
secondhand shop or yard sale. 
It violates federal law to sell recalled products. If you know of an unsafe
product, you can report it to the CPSC. https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/-
Incidents-ReportIncident-aspx/cx8v7/428747208?
h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI

Learn more and follow us on Twitter: @SKWAdvocate.

Federal Agencies More Tools You Can Use

https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/pharma-artificial-eye-ointment/cx8tf/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/ds-Sold-Exclusively-at-Walmart/cx8rm/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/yxia-Hazard-One-Death-Reported/cx8tj/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/High-Chairs-Due-to-Fall-Hazard/cx8rq/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/sulated-food-and-drink-bottles/cx8rt/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/2023-03-29/cx8tm/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/2023-03-29/cx8tq/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/2023-03-29/cx8tt/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/wps-portal-fsis-home/cx8tx/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
https://go.pardot.com/e/957122/parents-index-htm/cx8v1/428747208?h=P3Z0Yd_rzQK_x7GA2s0R1sANS28mL9_NzTJfHeKGZTI
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CPSC - Consumer Product Safety
Commission
FDA – Food and Drug Administration
NHTSA – National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration

Sign up to receive electronic recall
notices for all consumer products from
the CPSC.
Sign up to receive notices on recalled
car seats.
Use the Safe Kids' Ultimate Car Seat
Guide
Look up occupant protection laws in all
50 states and D.C.
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